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CRS

• Coordinate Reference System

• A concept from geoinformatics

• Not really any 1:1 geodetic term

• But the end-users of georeferencing use
geoinformatics tools (GIS, Navigation) 
based on ISO-19100 concepts

• So we better understand the 
discrepancies, in order to understand our
users



The geodesist’s view: ”It’s just ETRS89”
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The geoinformaticist’s view: ”No, it’s not”
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Let’s return to the CRS

• Coordinate Reference System

• Not really any 1:1 geodetic term

• But kind-of-a-datum-plus-a-coordinate-
system-stereotype

• But with enough internal state to derive
transformations between two different
CRS!



”Enough internal state”

• A quite complex data model is required…
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The geoinformatics world view in summary:

• A coordinate reference system (CRS) is a real, tangible object with 
internal state, reflecting its “definition”

• Based on which axiomatic basis?

• For a set of 2 CRS, we can infer a transformation between them, from 
their “definitions”
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Despite the complexity, it 
doesn’t work very well:

• Transformations are seldom unique

• You’ll need geodetic context to select the 
right one

• And that context is not sufficiently
represented in the CRS data model
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The geodetic world view in summary:

• A coordinate reference system (CRS) just a label

• There is no axiomatic foundation on which to build “definitions” of CRS

• Since reference frames are empirical, not mathematical, obejcts

• Transformations are the “real objects”, but they are fundamentally 
of empirical nature

• (Some) constants are derived, not defined
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The problem in summary:

• Geodetic terminology is sloppy, and hardly useful for implementation 
of generic software

• Geoinformatics terminology is strict, consistent, highly useful for 
implementation of generic software - and often not at all in accordance 
with geodetic practice

• Hence, there’s a discrepancy between geodetic practice and end user 
software

• So end users cannot follow geodetic advice: Transformations are 
hidden, CRS are instantiations of overengineered, imaginary 
contraptions
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Fortunately

• The strict ISO-19111 term transformation means essentially the 
same as the identically spelled geodetic sloppy term.

• And ISO-19111 is up for revision in a few years’ time…
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Call-to-action!

• Let’s provide proper geodetic input to the revision process:

• Better focus on transformations

• Intensive pruning of the overengineered CRS concept

• And in a decade or so, geodetic end users (= everyone) may be able
to handle their data in a geodetically meaningful way

• In the meantime: Work towards a less sloppy geodetic terminology, 
in better support of end users’ understanding and application
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Conclfusion

• Tell the world that
• CRS are labels

• Transformations are real

• (unless declared integer ☺)

• Don’t let your friendly geoinformaticist
colleague tell you otherwise
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Stop asking what a CRS is. Ask 
how it relates to other CRS!



But we came to hear you tell 
“what is a CRS really?”



A CRS is a label!


